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Abstract—A key problem that challenges the designers of service-oriented systems is ensuring the consistency of composite Web service contracts based on their parameters. This paper utilizes constraint satisfaction approach to examine the problem at design time and by focusing on quality of service (QoS) contract parameters. It proposes a generic framework to formalize service contract composition as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). It also introduces an initial tool design for automating composite contract consistency checking and adaptation based on QoS parameters. The tool aims at supporting Web service orchestrators to specify appropriate contract parameter values and adapt them so that consistency of composite contracts is increased to some extent. Further, it enables them to analyze and reason about violation percentages during contract negotiation phase. The benefits of the proposed CSP framework and the tool design have been illustrated through a Stock Manager Web service composition scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its proved benefits, service-oriented computing (SOC) has become the most dominating engineering paradigm for software systems. In SOC, software components provide services to other applications through published and discoverable interfaces [1], and hence they are called Web services. The process of orchestrating different Web services into a new service is a key concept in SOC which is called service composition. Service composition may depend on different criteria including service properties (e.g., functional and quality of service properties). Such properties are usually specified in the service contract as guarantees and conditions of service behavior. Flexibility in service composition depends on the extent to which service providers allow for changes in their contracts, i.e., service properties.

Contract engineering and management in Web service orchestration are among the most essential activities which challenge Web service designers because they play a central role in constructing consistent and reliable composite services. Web service contracts define commitments and guarantees that each service provider should respect for all service consumers. Web service level agreement (WSLA) [2] and The Web Service Policy Framework (WS-Policy) [3] are among the most adopted industry standards for contract specifications. WSLA is an IBM standard language that allows specifying agreed-upon guarantees for IT-level service parameters such as availability and response time. WS-Policy is another standard for specifying Web service capabilities and constraints. Composing services require precise selection and specification of contract parameters’ values that ensure minimum violation of the composite contracts. Unfortunately, WSLA and WS-Policy cannot help in deciding the most appropriate parameters values of composed contracts— they focus on providing standard language constructs to facilitate contract specification. Furthermore, it is almost impossible for service providers to provide 100% guarantees for their contract parameters. Therefore, the specification of parameters values of composed contracts at design time and their monitoring at run-time are crucial tasks for the service orchestrators. They need techniques to aid them predicting possible contract violation and consistency when composing Web services and during its execution. This research focuses on the former issue, i.e., helping service designers to specify appropriate values for QoS contract parameters that ensure the development of consistent composite services.

In contract composition, QoS parameters and their values are usually specified based on QoS parameters values of composed services. Service providers normally need to provide QoS parameter values that waive their responsibility of any violation or failure. On the other hand, composite services seek specifying QoS parameters values that ensure best and competitive guarantees for its consumers. These needs often lead to an on-going negotiation between service providers and the orchestrator of the composite service. During this process, continuous changes to the QoS parameters values take place and require consistency checking of the composite contract parameters values. For example, the service orchestrator needs to know the percentage of violation that could result from changing one or more of its QoS parameters values. They also want to ensure minimum violation or failure that could result from changing one or more QoS parameter values of one or more of the provided services.
Most of the composite contract studies define QoS contract parameters as hard limits. For instance, response time need to be less than an exact value and number of allowed inquiries must not exceed a certain number per second. Although this approach helps service providers to provide more reliable guarantees, it challenges service orchestrators with specifying impractical QoS parameters values in the composite contract. For example, response time needs to be less than the summation of all response times of all provided services (while in this research we consider such simple formula, but in real situations the response time would be calculated through a complex formula that considers different variables.) While such summation results in high response time, the service orchestrator in practice is required to provide a competitive response time guarantee to its consumers, i.e., as minimum as possible. Such requirements usually challenge the service orchestrators with the need to specify, vary and analyze several possible contract parameters values (both provided and composite parameters values) so that the possibilities that would lead to inconsistent composite contract can be reduced. This research aims at supporting the service orchestrators in achieving such tasks during composite contract construction and negotiation by:

1) Providing a generic formalization framework of contract composition problem as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) during design-time.

2) Designing a support tool that enable design-time consistency checking of composite contracts based on provided QoS parameters values during contract development and negotiation process. It aims at facilitating flexible negotiation and re-design of composite contracts based on QoS contract parameters to ensure reduction of possible contract violations. The objectives are intended to aid Web service designers in negotiating with service providers about contract parameters values and constructing consistent composite contracts through exploring and analysing appropriate combinations of QoS parameters values of all involved service contracts. By consistent we mean appropriate values specification to the parameters of the composite contract that reduce possible contract violation during service execution.

Section II motivates to our research objectives through a practical Scenario. Section III describes the generic framework for modeling composite contract problem as a CSP. Section IV applies the proposed framework to the scenario and its use as tool for consistency checking is also discussed. Solving techniques for the CSPs are discussed in Section V. The discussion of the proposed approach is introduced in Section VI. Finally, related work and conclusions are introduced in Section VII and VIII respectively.

II. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

To illustrate the objectives of our research, we present how a Web service composition example for financial stock trading could benefit from our approach for composite contract formalization using CSP to analyze and ensure consistency of QoS contract parameters values. In the following Sections, we discuss how these objectives are achieved and demonstrate how the stock trading Web service composition to some extend validate the feasibility and usefulness of our proposed approach.

Stock Manager is a composite service that provides stock information for its consumers to help them deciding whether and when to buy and/or sell financial stocks. As shown in Fig. 1, it is composed from several specialized Web services namely, Stock Quotes, Market Financial Trends, Expert Advice and Currency Exchange. The properties of these services are documented in the form of service contracts. Fig. 1 shows only essential services' parameters in the context of this research (other contract information is not shown in the example.) Examples of such guarantees include Stock Quotes promises response time to be less than 70 ms, Market Financial Trends allows throughput (i.e., maximum number of allowed queries per hour) to be 160 queries, the validity of the information provided by Expert Advice is up to 15 minutes, the call cost of Currency Exchange service is between $0-$10 depending on the request time and other contextual variables. The complete details of contract parameters are shown in Fig.1. The number of contract parameters of the provided services and their types could vary from one case to another. They also may depend on many other contextual aspects such as measurement methods, software and hardware infrastructure specifications and internal control structure of a Web service, to name a few. As we narrow down the scope of our research to concrete services, such aspects are not dealt with in this study.

Specifying optimal and competitive values of Stock Manager’s contract parameters is a challenging task for the service orchestrator. Usually there are several dependencies between contract parameters of the provided services and Stock Manager. For instance, the relationship between Stock Manager’s response time and provided services’ response times could be represented as follows:

\[ SM.RT \leq \partial + SQ.RT + MFT.RT + EA.RT + CE.RT \]

Where \( \partial \) is the Stock Manager overhead. In practice, the formula would be more complex than this one, but for simplicity, we assume that response times (and other QoS parameters) of provided service already considered other aspects and the provided values are the ultimate ones. The problem becomes more challenging when the number of involved services in the composition becomes large and various changes occur in one or more different QoS parameters such as response time and information validity. Contract violation could result from any QoS parameter type (e.g., throughput or information validity) at any particular point of time during composite service execution.

To specify a competitive response time value for Stock Manager, the service orchestrator needs to ensure percentage of inconsistent and consistent cases that would result from various value combinations of provided services’ response times could be represented as follows:
It has been successfully applied to real-world problems in times (or any other QoS parameters.) Similarly, if one or more response time of the provided services changes, the service orchestrator wants to find out the impact on the number of consistent/inconsistent cases and therefore their percentages. Such activities are crucial for service orchestrators as they need to figure out percentages of possible consistent/inconsistent cases of their composite contract so they can adapt them or describe them in a more precise way. Even service orchestrators would need providing different versions of composite service contract based on consumer type. This requires varying the values of QoS contract parameters values and checking the percentage of violation accordingly. For example, they could provide QoS parameter values that have low violence rate for their crucial service consumers. These challenges are among the motivating drivers for our adoption of a constrained-based approach for developing consistent contracts in service composition. The next Section introduces our proposed generic framework for formalizing the composite contract problem as a CSP.

III. Formalization of Composite Contract as Constraint Satisfaction Problem

The constraint satisfaction (CS) approach has been recently used as framework for modeling and solving complex problems, specifically for combinatorial ones [4]. It has been successfully applied to real-world problems in various areas such as planning and scheduling. Problems that are modeled using constraint satisfaction approach are called constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). CSP is a problem that consists of different variables where relations between these variables are stated as constraints.

CSP is formally defined as triple \((V, D, C)\) where \(V\) is a finite set of variables, \(D\) is a finite set of possible values that each variable in \(V\) can take (i.e., its domain) and \(C\) is a set of constraints that restrict the values that each variable can take at the same time. A solution to a CSP is a value assignment to each variable from its domain so that all constraints are satisfied simultaneously. Based on this definition, there could be:

a) One solution: any variable-value ordering that satisfies all constraints without any preference or selection criteria (e.g., the first solution that the algorithm could find.)

b) A number of solutions: all possible variable-value orderings that each of which satisfies all constraints at the same time. In this case, solutions can be sorted based on an objective function which is not in the scope of our study.

Our formalization of composite contract problem (CCP) is based on the above CSP definition. A CCP can be defined as \((SP, CV, CVD, CC)\) where:

- **SP** = \(\{sp_{1}, sp_{2} \ldots sp_{n}\}\), is a set of Web service providers from which composite contract is developed. We assume that these service providers are atomic, i.e., they are not composed of other services.
- **CV** = \(\{CV_{1}, CV_{2} \ldots CV_{d}\}\), is the set of contract parameters (i.e., variables) of Web service providers, where:
  
  \[CV_{1} = \{sp_{1}, CV_{1}, sp_{2}, CV_{2} \ldots sp_{1}, CV_{1}\}\]
  
  \[CV_{2} = \{sp_{2}, CV_{1}, sp_{2}, CV_{2} \ldots sp_{2}, CV_{1}\}\]
  ...
  
  \[CV_{n} = \{sp_{n}, CV_{1}, sp_{n}, CV_{2} \ldots sp_{n}, CV_{1}\}\]

Similarly, these contract parameters are atomic not composite ones. Each service provider may have different number of contract parameters. Web service contracts may contain different kinds of parameters or variables such as quality of service (QoS) parameters, utility parameters and resource parameters. The focus of this study is set on the QoS variables such as response time, throughputs and availability. To the best of our knowledge, most composition studies in the literature focus on such QoS attributes due to their direct influence on the overall service quality. Some other contract parameters which seem not to have clear classification such as information validity are within the scope of our study. Nevertheless, our framework can be used for modeling any kind of contract parameters, but further aspects need to be considered.

- **CVD** = \(\{CVD_{1}, CVD_{2} \ldots CVD_{n}\}\), is the set of domain sets over which each contract variable \((sp_{n}, cv_{d})\) ranges, where each domain \(CVD_{v}\) consists of a set of ranges depending on the number of QoS parameters. This can be represented as follows:

  \[CVD_{1} = \{sp_{1}, CVd_{1}, sp_{1}, CVd_{2} \ldots sp_{1}, CVd_{d}\}\]
  
  \[CVD_{2} = \{sp_{2}, CVd_{1}, sp_{2}, CVd_{2} \ldots sp_{2}, CVd_{d}\}\]
  ...
  
  \[CVD_{n} = \{sp_{n}, CVd_{1}, sp_{n}, CVd_{2} \ldots sp_{n}, CVd_{d}\}\]

The domains can be of integer, real or Boolean types. Domains could vary from contract variable to another.

- **CC** = \(\{cc_{1}, cc_{2} \ldots cc_{d}\}\), a set of constraints that represent relationships between contract parameters and restrict the values that each attribute can take at the same time. The relationships could be between contract variables of the same or different types.

Solving composite contract problem is achieved by finding all possible contract parameters value combinations,
from their domains, such that all constraints are satisfied. In fact, the solution could be represented as a subset of the Cartesian product of all variable domains, i.e., \( \text{CCPS} \in \text{CVD}_1 \times \text{CVD}_2 \times \ldots \times \text{CVD}_k \). In this research, the focus set on deriving combination of parameters values that ensure consistency of a composite contract to a certain percentage. Finding the optimized solution is out of this research scope.

IV. DEVELOPING CONSISTENT COMPOSITE CONTRACTS

In this Section we introduce an approach that utilizes our CSP framework (presented in the previous Section) to help the service orchestrator to analyze, check and change values of contract parameters when developing composite contracts. The approach is implicitly depicted in Fig. 2 which is explained later. It is summarized in the following steps:

I. Identify the selected service providers that are involved in the service composition (\( \text{SP}_n \)) and get their service contracts.
II. For each service provider (\( \text{SP}_n \)), identify all contract QoS parameters (\( \text{SP}_n.\text{CV}_k \)) and define them as variables.
III. For each defined QoS variable (\( \text{SP}_n.\text{CV}_k \)), identify its domain (\( \text{SP}_n.\text{CV}_k.D_k \)) through which it may range.
IV. Derive the constraints (\( \text{CC}_n \)) of the composite contract using the identified variables and domains. At this stage this derivation needs to be developed manually by service orchestrators. It requires finding possible relationships among contract variables. Relationships could exist between similar and/or different contract variables of different service providers. Past experiences, guidelines and best practices can be utilized to build such constraints. In sub-section B we discuss the interface design to aid the designers in constructing such constraints.

V. Specify initial values for the composite contract QoS parameters based on historical information.

VI. Run the CSP solver algorithm(s) to test violation percentage, and/or consistent/inconsistent cases, which would result from the value combinations of the identified QoS parameters. Section V discusses solving CSP algorithms.

VII. Analyze the generated cases and violation percentages and adapt the composite contract parameter values accordingly. Negotiate with service providers about their contract parameter values until an agreed state is reached.

A. Stock Manager Contract Development

Based on the above steps and the proposed framework, we now apply the approach to the motivating scenario. The Stock Manager composition can be defined as follows: \( \text{SMC} = (\text{SP}, \text{CV}, \text{CVD}, \text{CC}) \), where the involved services in the composition are:
The contract QoS parameter variables (CV) of each service provider are:

\[ CV = \{ SQ\_CV, MFT\_CV, CE\_CV, SM\_CV, SM\_CV \} \]

Now s/he needs to analyze the percentage of contract violation that would occur as a result of value combinations of QoS contract parameter values. By entering all the scenario contracts’ parameter variables, their values and constraints to a solver algorithm that checks violation of constraints (discussed in Section V) we can get combination of QoS contract parameter values that that lead to consistent or inconsistent composite contract (based on the defined constraints.) Fig. 3 and 4 show samples of such consistent and inconsistent cases respectively. The algorithm will iterate through all possible value assignments to the problem variables and check satisfaction of all constraints simultaneously.

As shown in Fig. 3 (first set of ranges), although all response times of service providers are respected, but their total violates the cc1 constraint. In case 2, the Information validity values of SQ, EA and CE contracts are less than what SM promises. There are many other value combinations that lead to such contract violation. Similarly, Fig. 4 shows some contract parameter value combinations that ensure satisfaction of all composite contract constraints at all times. The designers need not to worry about finding such cases as the tool supposed to do so. Instead, they can analyze and reason about most critical cases and consider them for negotiation with service providers and re-design the composite contract based on assigning new values (to the composite contract parameters) which lead to higher consistent states. Based on these consistent/inconsistent cases they can also find percentage of contract violation of particular composite contract parameter values. Furthermore, they can keep tuning these values and/or negotiating with the service providers about provided contract parameter values until they reach certain percentage of consistency or violation which can be accepted by consumers of the composite service.
The Stock Manager scenario (see Fig. 3 and 4.) The examples of consistent/inconsistent cases generated based on depends on the selected functionality. We show some relationship between them, i.e., the constraints. The output provides essential mathematical and logical operators that predefined library and to specify their domain values. It also composite constraints from several service contract's parameters (this has been discussed in sub-section A.) Part of is a set of contract parameters, their domains and the be more useful when it is integrated with WSLA framework. As a result, different composite contract versions can be generated and agreed upon with different service consumers.

B. Tool Support for Composite Contract Consistency Checking

In this Section we discuss the tool design to support the automation of composite contract consistency checking. As shown in Fig. 2 (the upper part), the designer can use the provided contract parameters and their domains to construct appropriate constraints between them and composite contract parameters (this has been discussed in sub-section A.) Part of our plans for a prototype implementation is the design of an interface that helps the designers to easily and quickly build composite constraints from several service contracts' parameters. The interface aims at facilitating the designer's task by enabling them to select contract parameters from a predefined library and to specify their domain values. It also provides essential mathematical and logical operators that are required to constructing constraints. Such interface would be more useful when it is integrated with WSLA framework.

As shown in Fig. 2 (the lower part), the input to the tool is a set of contract parameters, their domains and the relationship between them, i.e., the constraints. The output depends on the selected functionality. We show some examples of consistent/inconsistent cases generated based on the Stock Manager scenario (see Fig. 3 and 4.) The “Generate combinational QoS ranges” functionality enables automatic generation of the domains of the composite contract parameters using the involved service contracts. This would consider different factors such as balancing different parameter values so that some parameters are increased and others are reduced. For instance, finding contract domains that minimize the composite contract response time and maximize the information validity and at the same time have the minimum contract violation percentage. The “Check violation percentage” feature will allow the service orchestrator to know the percentage of contract violation that would result during service execution and due to combination of contract parameters values. The orchestrator can then adapt QoS contract parameter values until particular violation percentage is reached (e.g., the average). Further, this can help them in generating different contract versions according to the service consumer type or needs. For example, if the service consumer is a very important client to the composite service, then the service orchestrator needs to find better contract parameter values/ranges that minimize the violation percentage than for a normal service consumer.

In addition to these functionalities, the tool will also provide “Change QoS parameter values” to adapt contract parameter values according to certain conditions such as reducing the violation percentage to a certain value. These functionalities are aimed at supporting the orchestrator’s tasks during contract construction and negotiation phase at design. Their output can help the orchestrators to analyze various contract cases and reason about them in a timely and productive manner. Furthermore, it helps the orchestrator to think about writing exceptional handling for critical contract violation cases that cannot be handled with the specified domains.

V. SOLVER ALGORITHMS FOR THE COMPOSITE CONTRACT CONSISTENCY PROBLEM

There are several solver algorithms for solving CSP in different domains (see [5] for a list of some constraint solvers). Such solvers are based on systematic search algorithms and Artificial intelligence techniques. Generate-and-test [4] is one of the well-known algorithms which generates all possible value combinations and then test whether or not they satisfy all constraints. Such algorithms can be utilized for generating all possible consistent/inconsistent contract value combinations. In our tool investigation, we conduct some experiments using ZDC-Rostering tool [6], an application that enable modeling and solving CSPs with a focus on Scheduling and planning problems. It provides different solving techniques such as generalized Forward Checking solver, Linear Programming solver and local search solvers and Genetic Algorithms. We experienced efficiency and performance problems with these algorithms. For example, it took the application long time to find all possible value combinations that lead to consistent combinations of contract parameters (based on the provided constraints). Such problems make the approach to somewhat impractical. Therefore, we research for ways on how to improve efficiency of CSP solving algorithms.

Backtracking [4] tries to gradually extend partial consistent value combinations toward a complete one by recurrently selecting a variable value. Obviously, this technique is useful for finding consistent cases. However, late detection of inconsistent cases is a disadvantage of this approach. To explore inconsistent states earlier and reduce search space, different techniques such as node-consistency, arc-consistency and path consistency which are based on constraint graphs [4] could be also used. Forward checking, look-ahead and look-back techniques were resulted from integrating consistency techniques and search algorithms. Full details of all these algorithms and techniques can be found at [4].
To this end, we believe the feasibility of implementing efficient tool (as discussed in the previous Section) is possible. Having said this, the utilization of available algorithms (discussed at [4]) (with some customization) will help achieving the goals of our proposed tool. As there are different functionalities (discussed in sub-section B), there will be a need for implementing different solvers and algorithms to achieve these functionalities. This requires more empirical studies that include, but not limited to, complexity analysis and performance evaluation of existing algorithms, solution’s optimization, Implementation and technical details of the proposed model and algorithms. In fact, the prototype implementations of such algorithms and their performance analysis and evaluation requires further individual research studies that are focused on solving and optimizing consistency checking of QoS contract parameters in composite services. These are main parts of our future work.

VI. DISCUSSION

The model presented in Section III aims at providing generic framework for modeling composite contract parameters and their relationships as a CSP. Variables and constraints need not to be represented in any special notations which make them easy to be constructed and understood by service designers. Further, they correspond directly to the real problem entities making them closer to the original problem. Constraints can be solved without the need to be translated into other simplified formulas. In addition, their construction would not be a complicated task as constraints need to be derived from existing contract parameters’ values and by using basic mathematical and logical operators. The existence of wide range of algorithmic search and optimization techniques for solving CSP make automated tools development for consistency checking more feasible.

Those variables and constraints are key input for the tool design (presented in sub-section B.). The exploration of consistent/inconsistent cases requires exhaustive searching techniques that generate and test various states. Even changing or tuning contract attributes’ values require re-checking of contract consistency in a timely manner. It is almost impossible for designers to achieve such tasks without the tool support. In addition, the tool can facilitate analysis and reasoning tasks. For instance, it can generate percentages of contract possible violation cases that could be caused by each contract parameters or group of them. Accordingly, the designers can then decide on priority of adapting or changing contract parameter values with the highest influence on the composite contract (e.g., response times). Generating inconsistent case of contract values also has its benefits. They can be used as a basis for developing proactive strategies during service orchestration that handle most critical ones through exceptions.

Another benefit of the contract consistency checking tool is to support contract versioning. For composite service it is sometimes essential to develop different contract instances with different parameter values to meet various types of consumer requirements or importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute values/contract satisfaction</th>
<th>Composite contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Patterns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All contract parameter values satisfy their own contract guarantees</td>
<td>Not violated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or more attribute value violate their contract agreement</td>
<td>Not violated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency Patterns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or more attribute value violate their contract agreement</td>
<td>Violated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All attribute values satisfy their own contract guarantees</td>
<td>Violated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To achieve this, the designers need to specify the most appropriate values for their contract parameters and their violation percentages. Thus, they need to generate various consistent value combinations that meet expectations of their consumers and based on which they precisely create various contract versions.

We assumed that service providers are concrete to narrow down the scope of our study. In reality, provided services may be composed from other Web services. Furthermore, there are more complicated compositions, other than sequence of services, which involve control structures such as conditions and loops. Currently, such structures can be taken into consideration when service designers construct constraints that determine weight of each contract parameter. For example, they can specify high weight on parameters that denote QoS of providers which are invoked many times in a loop execution. While these issues add a layer of complexity that challenges our proposed model, we believe that some existing researches in the literature (e.g., [7]) proposed approaches on how to compute valuations of Web service compositions. Such approaches would support our assumption and help on focusing on other issues.

We found out from the precise analysis of some output samples that although all contract parameter values would satisfy their own contract guarantees, but there are some cases where the composite contract could be breached. Thus, satisfaction of service providers contract attributes would not always lead to consistent composite one. Table 1 shows all possible pattern categories that would result from value combinations.

VII. RELATED WORK

Through examining the literature, we classify the related studies into two main streams namely, formal modeling and specification of consistent contract composition [8, 9] and constrained-based approaches for Web service composition, orchestration and their monitoring [10, 11, 12]. While Ishikawa et al. used event calculus to specify constraints on composite contracts and reason about their consistency, Lamparter et al. built their formal modeling of contracts on DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistics and Cognitive Engineering). Our goal is not another formal modeling technique for contract composition, but simple representation of contract parameters and their relationships in order to be used as input for exploring consistent and inconsistent cases in service composition. The designers need not to learn how
to write event calculus predicates or ontology axioms to represent and reason about the dependencies between contract parameters. Variables in CSP correspond directly to the real contract parameters (e.g., QoS) making CSP representation closer to the original problem. Furthermore, constraints can be solved without the need to be translated into other simplified formulas. This makes the problem formulation and the problem and the solution easy to understand by both humans and solvers.

Although the constraint-based approaches [10, 11, 12] for dynamic service selection and composition used similar approach (i.e., CSP), but our research objectives differ from these researches. Specifically, our research aims at providing support to service orchestrators during design-time to reason about contract consistency and make decisions for better service orchestration. In contrast, Channa et al. focus on dynamic composition CSP optimization approach based on various aspects such as cost, QoS and process constraints. The agent-based technique [11] utilizes fuzzy distributed CSP to model and solve QoS –based composite contract constraints. Our approach does not consider satisfying all providers’ local constraints as it is central to the composite service only, i.e., the orchestrator. The constrained-based service composition in [12] is basically based on the functional requirements of the composite service. In other words, the optimal service selection and execution at runtime depends on user selections and preferences. Our approach focuses on the most common criteria (e.g., contract parameters including QoS) during service design that would cause contract violation and lead to losses.

While Rosario et al. proposed a comprehensive probabilistic approach [13] to soften QoS parameters in service composition, our research deals with QoS parameters in the form of hard bounds. Their tool TOQuE (Tool for Orchestration simulation and Quality of service Evaluation) enables constructing probabilistic contracts, their composition and monitoring for Web service orchestration. According to our best knowledge, hard constraints are the most commonly used technique for contract agreements and service composition in research and practice.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This study has introduced a generic framework for modeling composite contracts as a CSP and based on QoS parameters. It has illustrated solving contract composition problem, i.e., specification and adaptation of QoS contract parameters’ values of the composite service. The proposed CSP framework and solving approach provide a theoretical foundation for modeling and solving constraints on composite contract so that they facilitate composite contract development. Based on this foundation, we also discussed an initial design for tool support to automate contract consistency checking and analysis. Furthermore, we show how the tool could allow varying QoS contract parameter values and check possible percentage violation that could result during composite service execution. Time saving is one of the obvious benefits for service orchestrator. In addition, our approach will enable developing more reliable and consistent composite contracts once it is implemented.

The implementation of the proposed framework and tool are among the most important items for our future work. Considering other contract parameters such as utility, grid and context parameters is also another essential future work item. In addition, modeling and solving more complicated compositions that involve conditions and loops need to be investigated.
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